On the Euler Equations for Nonhomogeneous Fluids (I). HUGO BEIRÃO DA VEIGA -ALBERTO VALLI (*)
1. -Introduction and main results.
In this paper we consider the motion of a non-homogeneous ideal incompressible fluid in a bounded connected open subset Q of ~2.
We denote by v(t, x) the velocity field, by x) the mass density, and by a(t, x) the pressure. The Euler equations of the motion are (see S6dov [18] , chap. IV, § 1, p. 164) where n = is the unit outward normal to the boundary T of Q, b = b(t, x) is the external force field, and a = = oo(r) are the initial velocity field and the initial mass density, respectively. Non-homogeneous ideal incompressible fluids are considered by many (*) Indirizzo Sédov [18] , Zeytounian [23] , Yih [22] ; see also LeBlond-Mysak [13] .
For the case in which the fluid is homogeneous, i.e. the density e0
(and consequently ~o) is constant, equations (E) have been studied by several authors (for some reference see [2] [21] and Kato [9] . However the generalization of the techniques used in these last papers gives the existence of a solution only under the additional assumption where K is an a priori fixed constant depending essentially on S~ (see our previous paper [2] ). The aim of this paper is to drop this condition by introducing an essential device, the elliptic system consisting in the seventh, the eighth and the ninth equation of system (A), in § 4. The system (A) does not contain explicitly (compare with system (4.17) in [2] ) and this allows us to drop the referred additional assumption.
We prove the following result:
A uniqueness theorem for problem (E) is proved by Graffi in [6] ; see also [2] .
For a mathematical study of non-homogeneous viscous incompressible fluids see Kazhikhov [10] , y Lady~enskaja-Solonnikov [11] and Antoncev-Kazhikhov [1] ; see also Lions [14] and Simon [24] . For the proof see Kato [9] , Lemma 2.4. We now define a map F as follows. [9] , Lemma 3.2. For the regularity of cv see [9] , Lemma 1.5, using in this lemma a result of Widman [20] (see also Gilbarg-Trudinger [5] 
